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Home.Q: What part of speech is
"dependent"? Can "dependent" be
a verb? I mean, "dependent on X"
(or "dependent on Y", etc.). A: The
use of "dependent" as a verb is
fine, though in ordinary speech it
is more often used as an
adjective, "we depend on
technology to run our businesses"
would be "we are dependent on
technology to run our businesses".
"A is dependent on B" is pretty
much the same, and is the normal
way of expressing the idea that B
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is needed for A to function. A:
"Dependent" is a verb used in
technical writing. It means
"dependent upon" or "dependent
for". In that context, I have only
come across it used as a verb. "A
is dependent upon B" means that
A operates only as long as B is
operating, and it is not possible to
operate A without a B. It implies
that there is an interaction
between the two things so that
without the dependence they
would not operate. "A is
dependent on [something] for its
operation" means that A needs
[something] to work. In the case
you mention, the sentence I am
dependent on my car to drive to
work. means that I can't drive my
car without having access to some
form of transportation. Q: Why are
all specific pixel calls breaking my
CSS designs? I have a strange
issue with my design elements. I
have a CSS menu, for the sake of
this question lets just say one
section of the menu. See (look for
the navbar section) When you
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pharmacological substance,
approved for use in humans. The
aim of the study was to find out
whether this substance has a

protective effect on proteins of
different lipoprotein fractions in

the bloodstream. Using
radioactive lactalbumin, the study

assessed protein synthesis by
measuring an increase in

radioactivity in the plasma during
an hour after the injection of the

test protein in the rat. It was
demonstrated that soybean

extract injected subcutaneously (1
ml, 100 mg/ml) in rats increases
the efficiency of the antioxidant
protection in the plasma (on day
3), which is accompanied by a

decrease in the concentration of
oxidized lipoproteins and total

free radicals.config DRM_CIRRUS
tristate "DRM Support for Cirrus

Logic chips" depends on DRM &&
PCI && (ARM || ARM64) depends

on COMMON_CLK select
DRM_KMS_HELPER select

DRM_KMS_CMA_HELPER select
VIDEOMODE_HELPERS select
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SHMEM select
IOMMU_AP_OPTIONS select

DRM_PANEL select FW_LOADER
help Choose this option if you

have a Cirrus Logic chip and want
to use the DRM modesetting

interface. config
DRM_CIRRUS_QEMU bool "Enable

for QEMU" depends on
DRM_CIRRUS help Say Y here
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